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JAXA is developing the HTV Small Re-entry Capsule (HSRC) with a diameter of 0.84
meters aiming for experimental sample returning from the International Space Station also
for basic technology demonstration of a re-entry vehicle. The temperature requirements of
payload (within 4±2deg.C for 3.5days) will be accomplished by a passive heat storage
technique utilizing COTS-based staggered-folded vacuum double layer insulation. In
addition, re-entry phase and descent phase using a parachute is also challenging due to heat
dissipation of internal electronics as well as a harsh aero-heating environment. This paper
describes the mission overview of HSRC including the results of thermal design and analysis
to show that the mission is feasible but it needs further effort to ensure the sufficient
temperature margin.

T

I. Introduction

hrough International Space Station (ISS) Program, Japan has acquired great knowledge and experience on
manned space missions. By developing Japan’s own unmanned transfer vehicle HTV (H-II Transfer Vehicle,
known as KOUNOTIRI), Japan is in charge of cargo shipment at a rate of 6 tons per year with 100% mission
success until now. A Japanese on-orbit experimental module “Kibo” is also developed in Japan, which had been
launched by using space shuttles to be docked into the ISS. Today, many on-orbit experiments are proposed. They
are actually performed by researchers in various research fields. Medical as well as pharmaceutical science is two of
the most promising research fields in terms of the utilization of a micro
gravity environment. However, there are not enough experimental facilities
for in-situ analysis for the experimental samples. Currently, Japan does not
have its own method of returning such experimental samples from the ISS,
since The HTV is designed to be burnt up during re-entry. Aiming for both
practical use for sample return from the ISS including basic technological
demonstration of a re-entry vehicle, JAXA has been developing the HTV
Small Re-entry Capsule (HSRC, Fig. 1)1-2 since 2014, and is planning a
demonstration mission in 2018.
A mission scenario is shown in Fig. 2. The HSRC, which is
encapsulated in a soft bag to mitigate the mechanical environment during
launch, is loaded onto the pressurized cargo module of the HTV. After the
HTV arrives and attaches to the ISS, the HSRC is taken out from the bag. The
HSRC mission starts 1.5days before the HTV departure. The start time of
Figure 1. Artistic image of
intra-vehicular activity (IVA) is defined as T = 0. An ISS crew transfers HSRC detached from the HTV
experimental samples into the payload container with frozen phase change (KOUNOTORI)
material (PCM), closes then locks the air-tight cover of the container. After
installing the separation mechanism to the capsule, the crew installs the pressurized cylindrical support (see Fig.1) to
the HTV, and then attaches HSRC to it. The HTV departure is scheduled for T=31h. The HTV flies in space for the
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Figure 2. Mission overview of the HSRC
period of 14.5 - 42.25 hours, in which HSRC remains in power-off state. Although the temperature of the capsule
keeps decreasing in this phase, any heater power is not supplied by the HTV. It will be powered ON just after the
HTV performs the final maneuver for re-entry, then it will be separated from the HTV to start its solo flight, which
is followed by re-entry of the capsule in 10 minutes. The main technologies demonstrated in HSRC are aero-assist
guided entry plus light weight ablator with a density of 0.3kg/m3. It will control its attitude with a cold gas jet
thruster (written as Reaction Control System (RCS) thruster in this paper) including velocity direction by utilizing
an aeronautic maneuver that is actively controlled depending on the attitude, then deploy the parachute at a certain
altitude, and finally reaches the target area for splash down within a 10km radius. Recovery ship will be around the
area to find and pick up HSRC within 11hours after splash down. The sample is to be transferred from the payload
container of the HSRC into a refrigerator on the ship soon after pick-up, and then it is delivered to the users of the
on-orbit experiment.
This mission contains mainly two thermal challenges; survival of the entire system in conjunction with meeting
the thermal requirement of a delicate medical and pharmaceutical experimental sample. This paper describes an
overview of thermal design including thermal analysis results for both entire system of HSRC and the payload
container.

II. Thermal Environment
Thermal environment for each phase is listed in Table 1. The major difficulties of this mission are as follows;
1) No heater during joint flight phase, even though all electronics remain powered-off.
2) The initial temperature for the re-entry phase becomes relatively high when the ISS air temperature is maximum
also if duration time of joint flight is the minimum.
3) Massive aero-heating is directly applied to the exposed parts of the separation mechanism.
Table 1. Mission phases and thermal environment
No.
1

Name
In ISS

2

Joint Flight

3

Solo Flight

Duration
31hours
14.542.25hours
15mins

4

Re-entry

15mins

5

Descent by
parachute

25mins

6

In sea water

11hours

Configuration
HSRC only
HSRC + HTV
HSRC only
HSRC only
HSRC only w/o upper side
ablator and parachute
HSRC only w/o upper side
ablator, parachute, and float

Thermal Environment
23±3deg.C, atmospheric
High vacuum, Beta angle -75~+75deg,
HTV temperature down to 10deg.C at the longest
timeline
Low vacuum (a few pascals at the peak aeroheating). Aero heating: Fig.3. Temp. of TPS: Fig.4
Low vacuum ~ atmospheric,
Air temp. increases from -55 to +32deg.C
Water temperature: Max 32deg.C
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Figure 4. Temperature of the ablators’ backside
(backstructures and additional insulator)

4) Long time duration to keep the payload cool only in a passive way (no electric cooler).
Note that the back structure temperatures of ablators tend to increase gradually after the peak of aero heating due
to, as it is called, heat soak back.

III. Thermal Requirement
The configuration of the HSRC is shown in Fig.5 and the major
thermal requirements are shown in Table 2. The payload, a sample of
protein experiment for the 1st flight, should be kept at 4 ± 2deg.C
throughout the mission. The components attached to the massivelyheated separation mechanism are only two antennas, which have a
relatively wide temperature range. Parachute plus Float, which directly
contact to the inner side of the upper side ablator, have an upper limit of
60deg.C. Each RCS thruster is inserted into a hole opened on the lower
side ablator. A thruster nozzle is made from titanium alloy. It has a wide
temperature range, up to 1100deg.C, while the propellant valve having a
Figure 5. Configuration of the HSRC
range of 0 to +120deg.C is connected to it. Most avionics are installed
on the “Avionics Plate” that is attached to the back structure of the nose ablator. Secondary battery was substituted
with a primary battery after the system Preliminary Design Review (PDR), which leads to an extension of allowable
temperature range of the battery. Although this change was triggered by an electrical reason, this was also necessary
from the aspect of thermal design.
Table 2. Thermal control requirement for major components
Place of
installation
Payload
Container
Separation
Mechanism

Name of component
Adiabatic
container

Operating
temp.[deg.C]

Comments
*Sample of protein experiment
for the 1st flight

NA

4 ±2*

GPS antenna & Iridium antenna

Negligible

-40~+85

Upper side
ablator

Parachute and Float

NA

~+60*

*Ablator I/F is defined to meet
this requirement by attaching an
insulator to the inner wall

Lower side
ablator

RCS thruster & propellant valve

Negligible

0~+120*

*propellant valve

NA
15.0W
18.5W
64W*
7.7W

~+90
-20 ~ +50
-54 ~ +71
0~ +50
-20 ~ +60

20~60W*

-20 ~ +60

Nose
ablator

Avionics
Plate

Payload*

Heat diss.
[W]

Gas Bottle
On-board computer (OBC)
Inertial measu. unit (IMU)
Valve module
DC-DC Converter
Power distribution & data
handling unit (PDU-DH)
Battery (Primary)
Ablation Sensor Unit

2~14W*

-20 ~ +60

1.0W

-40 ~ +70
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*only 120sec
*Heat dissipation profile is
defined based on the power
consumption profile

IV. Thermal Design of the entire system
A. Overview
Thermal design overview is shown in Figure 6. Since there are strong restriction on internal space along with a
gravity center of the capsule, there was nearly no options concerning component layout. The payload container,
which is as heavy as 20kg including the PCM, must be located at the backside to ensure crew access. The parachute
and float must be located at the upper half for deployment. The avionics plate is attached to the nose ablator so that
the distance is as small as possible in order to meet the gravity center requirement. Another restriction is the location
of the antennas (GPS and Iridium); since both ablators and back structures are containing carbon fiber, radio waves
do not transmit through them. Thus, the antennas are installed to the separation mechanism located at the backside,
even though it is exposed to massive aero-heating. Of course, most of the surface is covered with high temperature
insulation, but there remain some parts directly exposed to the aero-heating, which leads to rapid temperature
increase. The antennas are attached to the separation mechanism by using adiabatic mechanical fitting made from
polyimide, but the temperature of those significantly increase due to the conductive plus radiative heat input.

Figure 6. Thermal requirement and design overview of the HRSC
B. During Joint-flight phase
The temperature of the capsule keeps decreasing since no avionics are powered ON, while it also lacks a heater.
The temperature of the HTV pressurized module also keeps decreasing but the rate is moderate due to its large
thermal mass. The thermal design for this phase is as follows;
1) The external surface of the nose ablator and the lower side ablator is covered with multilayer insulation
(MLI) to minimize heat leakage directly from the capsule toward the space.
2) Increase the emittance of the HTV’s radiative interface to warm the capsule by utilizing the radiative heat
input from the HTV
3) Increase the emittance of all interior surface of the capsule including the casing of avionics to enhance
internal radiative heat transfer.
C. Solo-flight phase
The capsule will be powered on just before separation, thus the temperature of the avionics plate will gradually
increase. Considering a short duration of time for solo-flight, there seems to be no risk of deviation from the
allowable temperature.
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D. Re-entry phase (until parachute deployment)
The capsule experiences harsh aero-heating in this phase, however the
back structure temperature of the ablators remains relatively moderate,
while the temperatures of the avionics keep rising due to accumulation of
their own heat dissipations. On the other hand, the top edge of the
cylinder-shaped structure and the separation mechanism are not covered
with ablators, thus they are covered with two types of high temperature
insulation as illustrated in Fig. 6 in order to protect them from aero-heating.
An alumina fiber board consolidated with a binder material is used for the
hard-type, while a ceramic fiber blanket enclosed with an alumina fiber
cloth is used for the soft-type. Even though the estimated maximum aeroheating flux is 100kW/m2 as shown in Fig.3, the materials were selected
by considering uncertainty of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
calculation including the possibility of local high heat flux that can be
induced by detailed exterior shape (e.g., small bump). Since a breakage of
these insulations is a critical issue leading to mission failure, heat
resistance requirements for the insulation materials are determined to be
much higher than the CFD result. That is, the maximum temperature of
usage is 1800deg.C for the rigid one and 800deg.C for the flexible one,
which corresponds to the radiative equilibrium temperatures for
500kW/m2 and 40kW/m2 when emittance is assumed to be 0.5. Note that
these excessive requirements are only for material selections to survive a
local or short-time deviation from the current conditions. The insulation Figure 7. Configuration of the backperformances determined by their thicknesses are not sufficient to side
suppress the heat leakage through it below the acceptable level if such a deviation occurs uniformly or continuously.
Figures 7 and 8 show the detailed configuration around the
separation mechanism including the antennas. As shown in
Fig.7, some parts of the separation mechanism are directly
exposed to aero-heating, which leads to the rapid increase of
its temperature. The separation mechanism is attached to the
main structure of the capsule with an adiabatic polyimide
spacer in order to mitigate the heat flow toward the parachute
and float. However, this adiabatic design leads to a larger
temperature increase of the separation mechanism. The
aluminum plates of the antennas are attached to it by using the
other adiabatic polyimide spacers in order to reduce the
temperature increase of the antennas. In addition, the bottom
surface of the aluminum plate is covered with high emittance
polyimide tapes to enhance the radiative heat rejection from
the antenna plates toward the interior space (e.g. the payload
container). A cork insulator is also inserted between the
Figure 8. Schematic image of the separation antennas and the radar domes, whose temperature increases up
mechanism’s thermal design
to approximately 200deg.C due to heat soak back from softtype heat resistant insulator.
E. Descent phase (after parachute deployment until splash down)
Since there is a thin atmosphere, heat conduction or convection must be taken into account. To exclude the
convective heat transfer between the avionics plate and the back structure of the nose ablator, foam insulation is
inserted into the gap between them. The thermal conductivity of the foam under atmospheric conditions is used in
thermal analysis. As explained before, the thickness of this foam insulation as well as those of the polyimide
mechanical spacers are not sufficient due to the center of mass problem.
The temperature condition of the nose ablator’s back structure was mitigated from the original one, since the
avionics temperatures exceed the upper limit. In the earlier stage of the project, the interfacial temperature
conditions of the ablators were calculated under the assumption that the internal surface of the ablator is completely
adiabatic based on a “clean interface” policy. In addition, the higher aero-heating rate for the upwind edge of the
nose ablator was applied to all surfaces. This method is conservative, but becomes excessively severe when the
5
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insulation between the ablators and the interior structure is insufficient. There are some options to mitigate the
interfacial condition between TPS and TCS. In the HSRC project, a calculation method in which only radiative heat
ejection is taken into account when the thermal masses of objects attached to the nose ablator (e.g., the avionics
plate, avionics and the gas bottle units) are distributed uniformly to the whole of the internal surface. This
assumption remains conservative, since most of the thermal mass is concentrated in the center of the nose ablator, in
addition, the thermal connection between the back structure and the avionics plate is much larger than the radiative
connection.
F. In sea water
The entire system except for the float and the payload container have already finished their jobs. The heat flux
into the PCM in the container becomes maximum during this phase since the temperature difference between the
PCM (3.8deg.C) and the outer environment (32deg.C) is maximum except for the short period of re-entry.

V. Thermal design and analysis of an adiabatic payload box
JAXA has experience of developing this kind of passive refrigerator with PCM (ice pack) for ISS, by utilizing a
vacuum insulation pack (VIP). Thanks to a dedicated multilayer structure of VIPs to minimize its edge effect, it
achieved keeping a payload between 4±2deg.C for more than 10 days without any electricity using only a passive
method. In the HSRC mission, we had been planning to use the same method. However, it was confirmed through a
thermal performance test that a significant spatial loss should be accepted in order to sufficiently reduce heat leakage.
That is, the payload volume must be reduced when this VIP-based insulation box is used. The problems are the
cylindrical shape of the container plus the rectangular shape of the payload; Due to the former, the mitigation of the
heat leakage through the edges of VIPs becomes quite difficult. According to the latter, the diagonal length of the
payload should be contained in the inner diameter of VIP insulation, which leads to a non-uniform PCM location. In
order to meet the requirement of 4±2deg.C, PCM must be properly located by considering the route of heat leakage.
Although there might be a possibility to find a design solution, the project had determined that a reduction of
payload volume is unavoidable regarding the VIP-insulation.
In order to meet the requirement (payload volume: over 5 liters, period: at least 3.5days) in a more suitable way
for cylindrical shape, COTS-based double layer vacuum insulation technology had been developed in parallel. A
schematic of the insulation method is shown in Fig. 9. It is known that most heat leakage arises from the opening at
the top also along the welded edge of the vacuum double layer. To minimize those two, two bottles having vacuum
double layer insulation are folded in a staggered direction so that the cylindrical walls overlap. In the primary plan,
the outer bottle had an air-tight vacuum flange in order to substitute the pressurized payload container to maximize
the payload volume. However, considering the center of mass problem, the plan has been changed; the outer and
inner bottle are encapsulated into a separate air-tight container made from aluminum alloy. A drawback of this
staggered-folded vacuum double layer system is an increase in mass. The vacuum double layer is made from
stainless steel available in the commercial market. The stainless container having an air-tight vacuum flange
becomes heavier than the total mass of the aluminum air-tight container plus two smaller sized stainless bottles with

Figure 9. Schematic image of
adiabatic container utilizing
two vacuum insulation bottles

Figure 10. Result of simulation using Thermal Desktop
Left: temperature contour at Day 6
Right: temperature trend at AL casing (payload I/F)
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a vacuum double layer. The amount of PCM can be reduced by adopting this system. Nonetheless there is still a
total mass increase. An alternative material is titanium alloy, which has a low thermal conductivity as well as low
density and high strength. However, there are some technical difficulties in terms of manufacturing. In order to
avoid risk, the HSRC project has chosen the combination of an aluminum air-tight container and stainless folded
vacuum double layers. It was approved in the system CDR. The proto-flight model is being manufactured.
A mixture of 97% heavy water (D2O) plus additive agents, whose melting point is 3.8deg.C, is used as a phase
change material for the first mission. The casing of PCM is a rigid type of thin polyethylene container with a
thickness of 1mm. The maximum mass of PCM filled into the casing is calculated as 5.2kg based on the density of
solid phase, while some void space must remain even in the frozen state to avoid local excessive expansion of PCM
leading to interference with the payload space. The volume of the void space and need for a fixture to control the
shape after freezing will be determined with a separate freezing test on the ground. Note that the PCM mass is
reduced along with increase of this void space, though current simulation does not take this reduction into account.
In future missions, a PCM having a suitable melting point will be selected for each mission requirement. For the
other protein experimental sample whose requirement is 20±2deg.C, a mixture of three kinds of paraffin is used to
control the melting point around 20deg.C.Although the latent heat of paraffin is smaller than that of heavy water, the
maximum duration to maintain within 20±2deg.C becomes larger due to the small temperature difference between
the PCM and the outer wall.
The PCMs are transferred from the payload box to one of the refrigerators in the ISS (MERLIN, FROST1,
FROST 2 or GLACIER) a few days prior to the start of mission. The set temperature of the refrigerator is between
2deg.C and 3.8deg.C to assure two requirements: the PCMs must be almost frozen, and at the same time, the lower
limit of the thermal control requirement must never be exceeded. Note that the melting point has a certain range,
which means that the PCM is partially melted even below 3.8deg.C. The set temperature of the refrigerator is
currently planned to be set at 2.5deg.C in the first mission. After the mission starts (IVA start), the PCMs are to be
transferred into the payload container with the payload.
Since the external wall temperature of the payload container is always higher than the melting point, there is no
risk of exceeding the lower limit due to re-freezing. The wall temperature takes the air-conditioning temperature
(26deg.C in the worst hot case) in the ISS, and then gradually decreases along with decreasing HTV temperature
during the joint flight phase. The wall temperature does not significantly change in the solo flight phase as the
container is not exposed to the space environment and the duration time is also quite short. In the re-entry phase, it
takes a higher temperature up to 60deg.C followed by rapid temperature decrease in the decent phase due to the aircooling effect. These short-duration temperature variations of the outer wall do not significantly affect the internal
temperature, as the payload and PCMs are sufficiently insulated from the outer wall of the payload container. In the
seawater phase, it becomes closer to the seawater temperature, which is assumed to be 32deg.C in the worst hot case.
Figure 10 shows a simulation result for the flight configuration. The outer wall temperature is fixed as a
boundary condition: 26deg.C for phases 1-3, 50deg.C for phase 4-5, and 32deg.C for phase 6 (see Table 1 for the
phase numbers). The thermal desktop model has been already correlated with ground test data for a larger test model.
It is considered to meet the mission requirement with a sufficient design margin.

VI. Thermal design and analysis of propulsion subsystem
The RCS thruster is the only component directly exposed to aero-heating with the peak value of 0.2MW/m2
during the re-entry phase. The nozzle of the thruster is made from
titanium alloy, and it is confirmed in a separate test that it can survive
1100deg.C for a short time period. On the other hand, the propellant
valve screwed into the backside of the thruster nozzle has upper limit
of 120deg.C. In order to prevent exceeding this limit, an insulator is
inserted between the nozzle and the valve, as illustrated in Fig. 11. An
ark heating test for a set of an ablators, a thruster and a dummy valve
was conducted as well as a thermal analysis, and the validity of thermal
design is confirmed. However, at a later date, it was revealed that there
is a possibility of larger heat flux of more than 1MW/m2 in a short time
period due to RCS interference heating; when it injects cold gas, an
interaction between the cold gas and external flow occurs resulting in
an excessive aero-heating. As a result, it was decided that an ablator
cover would be bonded onto the exposed face of the nozzle in order to
Figure 11. Schematic of thruster thermal
protect the nozzle from this massive aero-heating. The validity of this
model
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design change was confirmed through additional ark heating tests with 1MW/m2.

VII. Thermal analysis of the entire system
25

HTV separation
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Temperature [deg.C]

A. Worst cold case
The worst cold case is the scenario when the following conditions
occur simultaneously;
1) The ISS air temperature is the coldest (20deg.C)
2) Duration time of joint flight phase is longest (42.25hours)
3) The beta angle is ±75deg when the sun light doesn’t reach
the capsule
4) Thermal performance of the MLI is a common value
(effective emittance is 0.03 in current assumption)
5) Temperature decrease of the HTV is the fastest
The avionics of the capsule will turn on just before the beginning
of solo flight phase, thus the worst cold timing is the end of jointflight phase. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 12. Due to
radiative heat leakage from the nose ablator to space through MLI,
the temperature of the avionics as well as the inner side of the nose
ablator (back structure) continuously decreases. Valve assembly
located on avionics plate has the lower limit of 0deg.C, while it
reached 7deg.C by the end. In addition, the propellant valve, which is
located at the inner side of lower side ablator and has the lower limit
of 0deg.C., reached 4deg.C by the end. The rate of temperature
decline of the capsule is largely dependant on radiative interface
temperature between the HTV and the capsule, and on thermal
performance of MLI. Concerning the former, a joint thermal analysis
of the HTV including the capsule will be performed. As for the latter,
MLI is planned to be dedicatedly designed and manufactured to
achieve high thermal performance of eff=0.015 (target value).
Although it is difficult to certify MLI thermal performance prior to a
thermal balance test, the temperature margin will increase if the MLI
exerts a good performance as designed.
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Figure 12. Simulation result for the worst
cold case

B. Worst hot case
The worst hot case is the scenario when the following conditions occur simultaneously;
1) The ISS air temperature is hottest (26deg.C)
2) The duration time of the joint flight phase is the shortest (11hours)
3) The beta angle is 0deg so that solar flux reaches the capsule
4) Insulation performance of MLI is the best case (effective emittance is 0.01 in current assumption)
5) The HTV’s temperature is constant at the ISS air temperature (26deg.C)
6) Air cooling effect after parachute deployment is neglected
The simulation result is shown in Fig.13 and Fig.14. Note that only the re-entry plus decent phases are shown in
the graphs, though simulation is done through all phases from joint-flight phase to splash down. The temperatures of
avionics increase almost monotonically due to their own heat dissipations, and then gradually the rate of temperature
rise increases by the effect of heat soak back of the nose ablator. In addition to heat conduction through the fasteners,
the conductive heat conductance through the foam insulator (see Fig. 6) between the avionics plate and the
backstrucrure of the nose ablator is taken into account, where the thermal conductivity of foam under atmospheric
conditions is used. Due to the center of gravity requirement, the height of insulative spacers for the fasteners and the
thickness of the form insulator become significantly smaller than the assumption at the Preliminary Design Review
(PDR), which leads to a significant increase in heat flow from the backstructure into the avionics plate during the
decent phase. As a result, the temperature margin of OBC decreased to only 4deg.C in this condition. There is some
temperature distribution in the avionics plate since the plate is made from stainless steel to meet the gravity center
requirement. IMU takes the highest temperature, while it can survive due to its wide temperature range. Other
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Figure 14. Simulation result for the worst hot case (separation mechanism)
Note: high temperature insulation and radar dome are not shown in the snapshot.
components other than IMU and OBC have an upper limit of 60deg.C thus their temperature margins are more
than 10deg.C. Figure 14 shows the simulation result for the separation mechanism including antennas. Since some
parts of the separation mechanism are exposed to direct aero-heating, the temperature of structural parts rapidly
increase to over 200deg.C. Since antennas are insulated from these structural parts, their temperature gradually
increase due to heat input from both structure and radar dome, and they finally reach 80deg.C while the upper limit
is 85deg.C. These temperature margins are not sufficient, therefore we are discussing the possibility of mitigation of
the thermal environmental conditions.

VIII. Consideration of air cooling effect
Among others, the air cooling effect after parachute deployment is considered to have a significant role in
preventing the temperature increase. Three major air cooling effects on the thermal design for descent phase are
shown in Figure 15. The atmospheric temperature is below -50deg.C at the altitude of parachute deployment, so that
exposed surfaces are expected to be rapidly cooled down due to forced convection. However, since the antennas and
the avionics are not directly exposed to the outer flow, the prediction of the cooling rate is difficult based only on the
CFD results for external flows. It is depending on the available design margin, however, if the quantitative
prediction is required, CFD for the internal space around antennas and avionics should be carried out. The objective
is not a precise estimation, but a conservative estimation of the minimum cooling effect. However, the geometry of
the internal space is very complex additionally the flow path from the openings to the antennas and the avionics is
longer, making the uncertainties on CFD larger.
One possible solution is to assume it as a natural convection. Concerning the antennas, there are relatively large
openings between the main structure and the payload container as illustrated in Fig.15. In this case, the air in the
volume around the antennas is considered to be continuously refreshed, so that the air temperature around the
9
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Figure 15. Schematic image of
cooling effects during decent phase

Figure 16. Example of CFD result of an external flow and
temperature distribution around the opening around the antennas

antennas can be assumed to be identical to the inlet air temperature of the openings, which can be estimated by CFD
of the external flow as shown in Fig.16. By using conventional empirical equations, the estimation of the heat
transfer coefficient of natural convection is straightforward. This method seems to be sufficiently conservative. On
the other hand, concerning the avionics, it is uncertain whether the air around them will be sufficiently refreshed or
not since the opening is not facing the freestream direction. Moreover, the layout of the components and structural
parts are complicated. Thus, in this study, the internal gas around the avionics plate is assumed to stagnate without
any refreshment. In that case, the temperature of the internal air is determined by a thermal balance of an indirect
cooling effect due to the exposed structures (e.g., payload container and main structures) as well as a heating effect
due to the heat soaked back from the ablators along with heat dissipations from the electronics. Those thermal
connections are calculated based on natural convections.
Strategy for the cooling effect prediction while considering both the prediction uncertainty including the
conservative assumptions is currently under discussion. In addition, the refinement of the thermal analysis model is
under way and a series of thermal tests are planned to obtain the validation data. There remains only a little room for
design improvement, since most of the PFM components including structural parts were already under production,
and some of them were already completed. The project team will continue to search for a design solution to have a
sufficient temperature margin for all components.

IX. Testing Plan
The payload container utilizing vacuum double layer insulation is planned to be tested with the flight model in
an atmospheric thermostatic chamber under the actual interfacial condition. Although it has never been tested in the
same configuration, the risk seems to be sufficiently low because the performance of the staggered-folded design has
been already confirmed and there remains adequate design margin. On the other hand, a system level thermal test
has never been performed due to limited budget, and very tight project schedule. For risk mitigation, JAXA is
planning to perform a series of thermal test by using PFM prior to final assembly aiming for validation of thermal
design and for thermal model correlation.

X. Conclusion
A thermal design of the HTV small re-entry capsule is presented in this paper. By mitigating the TCS-TPS
interfacial conditions, extending the allowable temperature, and including the air-cooling effect after parachute
deployment, thermal design will become sufficiently feasible. It has required much effort to change the interfacial
condition at the final phase of the project, thus front-loaded design activity should have been taken at an earlier stage
of development including spatial consideration for TCS, which may have a critical influence on the thermal design.
However, it may not be realistic, since design, restriction, and even mission requirement may change through a
development process in general. The more fundamental, underlying problem is lack of thermal design flexibility in a
re-entry capsule under the restriction of envelope, center of gravity and so on. Compact-sized heat storage unit that
can be added-on into the limited space definitely plays a key role in solving it. What we learned, not only compact,
but also a flexible-shaped PCM unit is favorable; there was no residual space to install a box-shaped one in the
HSRC mission. The design and development procedure of the entire capsule is expected to go smoother by applying
such new technologies in the future.
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